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We do much more than “sight tests”
Your eyes are precious – they need to last a lifetime!

The Newsletter from optometrists at East Quay Vision

Summer 2019

At East Quay w e believe in providing the best level of care and attention, tailored to meet the
needs of each person w e see. This philosophy also extends to all our eye care serv ices.
During your v isit w e take the time to clearly explain the procedures carried out and your results so
you understand w hat it all means.

June Monthly Offer

3 for 2 on selected
ACCESSORIES

Accessories
Glasses are more than just frames and lenses.
The right accessories will enhance your glasses,
give them the very best care and protect them
against accidents. We stock a wide range of
cases, cords, chains, screwdrivers, optipets and
more. During June all of our spectacle
accessories, dry eye and blepharitis treatments
are on offer for 3 for the price of 2.

Happy Anniversary
East quay vision are celebrating our 10 year
anniversary in July! We have enjoyed our last
10 years and meeting all our fantastic
patients. We would like to offer 10% discount
on all spectacle orders. From all the staff at
East Quay Vison thank you for your continued
support.

Take your first step to better hearing with the global specialists
At Amplifon, we’ve been championing hearing health for over 65 years. With over 200
hearing centres in the UK, our expert Audiologists are there to offer you professional
advice, care and peace of mind, and we’ll be on hand in Bridgwater from 6 th June 2018.
Our unique testing process
Our hearing test is one of the most thorough in the industry, giving our expert Audiologists
a deeper understanding of your hearing health. We’ll examine your ears to look for the
early conditions of hearing loss, and then support this with the latest testing techniques,
such as word recognition testing with background noise, so we can replicate how your
hearing is affected in real life scenarios.
Most importantly, we don’t believe that you should pay to check your hearing health,
which is why our hearing test is completely free of charge.
Book your free hearing health check now at East Quay Medical Centre in Bridgwater on
01823 210 239

FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHY
Modern technology means that your optometrist can now use a special camera to take photographs of the inside of
your eyes. This allows us to see any abnormalities very easily, and provides a permanent record of the condition of
your eyes at a certain date. This is especially useful if you have diabetes, glaucoma, or many other conditions as we
can compare any changes to the ‘snapshot’ we have on record.
Each time you visit us we can take photographs of the inside of your eyes and compare them to photographs that we
took last time. It is much easier to spot problems if we can see how your eyes are changing over time. And the earlier
we spot problems, the more likely it is that they can be treated before they cause irreversible damage. The process
itself doesn’t hurt at all – all that is involved is a brief flash of light as the photograph is taken and the image will
appear on the computer screen.
This procedure is currently private as the NHS do not provide for this examination. If you are eligible for NHS there is
a charge of £28. If you are a private patient then ask for the private upgrade which will be £49.00 for the full exam
including sight test.
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